
To succeed in today’s highly competitive, rapidly evolving marketplace, these 
organisations are using automation to remove barriers and complexity in favour of 
optimised operations. With the right tools to navigate new disruptions and accelerate 
digitisation, your business ambitions can be fulfilled faster whilst delivering 
excellence on your terms.

For over 25 years, Dell Technologies and Red Hat have 
partnered to assist IT managers in accelerating and 
simplifying their organisations’ transformational journeys.

With Dell Technologies and Red Hat you get the best of both worlds
You can automate for success, seamlessly on your own terms. Get the control and 
flexibility you need to build, deploy and manage end-to-end automation solutions 
from hybrid cloud to the edge. And establish future-proof opportunities for growth.

Automate your infrastructure for success today
Isn’t it time you explored the opportunities that transformative automation 
with Dell Technologies and Red Hat can provide? 
 
Take that first step towards tomorrow today:

• Contact your Dell Technologies or Red Hat representative

•  See what you can accomplish with Red Hat® Ansible® Automation Platform

•  Discover how Dell PowerFlex can help you realise transformational change

Accelerate your growth with firm foundations 
rooted in powerful automation solutions from 
Dell Technologies and Red Hat
Enterprise automation is becoming widely adopted by 
organisations across all sectors as they seek ways to 
enhance productivity, employee satisfaction and the 
customer experience. 

Dell Technologies 
The powerful foundations critical  
to success 

Gain simplified flexibility to increase 

performance and productivity

Manage on your terms and scale  

on demand without complexity

Build resilience and protection 

in private and hybrid cloud 

environments

Red Hat 
The automation solution that supports 
your ambitions and growth

Standardise operations to reduce 

complexity and drive more accurate 

and sustainable outcomes

Scale quickly with increased 

flexibility to fulfil your business goals 

with smart automation practices

Apply solutions across your 

infrastructure, network, 

applications, containers and more 

with improved agility
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